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ABSTRACT

We consider multilayer neural network models which are applied to stochastic classification problems
and are trained with error back propagation methods. Expectations for network outputs are weighted
least-squares approximations to posterior probabilities for the classes (Gish 1990; Shoemaker, forthcoming;
White 1981). In an empirical study, networks were trained on small benchmark problems with known
probability density functions, using training data comprising random samples generated according to those
functions. Expected classification accuracy and goodness of fit of network outputs to posterior class
probabilities were subsequently evaluated. Classification performance near the Bayes optimum was obtained
for each problem, and fits to posterior class probabilities were judged reasonable, with
root-mean-expected-square differences between outputs and probabilities below 0.05 seen in individual
networks for both problems.

INTRODUCTION

Much of the current interest in neural network models centers on their capabilities for tasks such as classification, which
typically rely upon data with inherent uncertainty or randomness, and require some a posteriori judgement of likelihood or
probability. With this interest, analyses in a statistical context of learning in mapping-type networks are beginning to appear
in the literature (Gish 1990; Levin et al. 1989; Shoemaker, forthcoming; White 1989). Such studies have closed gaps in the
understanding of network performance on stochastic problems, by application of (often well-known) statistical techniques
and results to neural network paradigms. We discuss one such result, and some empirical investigations of network learning
performance which are evaluated in its context. We consider networks applied to classification tasks, which specify class
membership with a simple one-of-N output code, and which are trained according to a least-squares criterion using error
back-propagation methods (Rumelhart el al. 1986). Training is assumed based upon random samples generated on the
network input space according to stationary class probability laws, with the class assignments absolutely determined. Each
output element in this scheme codes for an individual class, and if the target output is one when the class is present and zero
otherwise, then conditional expectations for the target values are the posterior probabilities for the classes (White 1989).
Expectations for network outputs in this case are weighted least-squares approximations to those posterior probabilities (Gish
1990; Shoemaker, forthcoming; White 1981), which justifies interpretation of network outputs as indicating degree of
confidence in class membership.

The basic qualitative features of the mappings performed by feedforward neural network models bear upon their
suitability for fitting posterior probabilities. The sigmoidal activation functions often associated with neuronal analogues or
elements possess limited ranges as do probability functions, and in problems in which class probability densities have
monotonic overlapping tails, posterior probability for a class will in fact be sigmoidal over a path in the input space on which
its density is increasing and that of its complement is decreasing. (Indeed, the logistic activation function allows exact
representation of posterior probability in two-class problems with Gaussian statistics (Home and Hush 1990)). In general
problems, when one expects to fit curved hypersurfaces of level probability in the space of the observed (input) variables.
it is necessary to use elements whose net inputs are higher than first order in their individual inputs, or multilayer networks
of the common neuronal model with first-order or inner-product form of input.

In our empirical study, multilayer feedforward networks were trained with input data derived from two stochastic
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classification problems, and evaluated with regard to both their classification performance and the approximations to posterior
class probabilities which were developed during training. Two variants of error back-propagation were used. Joint probability
densities were established in closed form beforehand, with training sets comprising random sequences of values generated
according to those probability densities. This allowed post-training evaluation of statistical expectations for network
performance. In addition, distributions of performance criteria, for several network and training sample sizes, were compiled
in one of the problems by training and evaluating large sets of networks.

PROBABILISTIC CLASSIFICATION PROBLEMS

Consider N mutually exclusive classes indexed by subscripts c and d (c, d=l...N), and assume that observations are
generated by the classes on a space X of observed variables according to continuous joint probability density functions D,.
In addition, let x represent a vector of the observed variables, which serve as inputs to the network, f, the function on X
which specifies the output of the element which codes for class c, t e {0,1 ) the target output for that element, and b, =
E,, D, the joint probability density for the complement of class c. Then the expected value of the sum-square error on the
network's outputs may be written

E[E,(t ,- )] =X Djx)( (X ))2dr)

which can be shown (Gish 1990, Shoemaker, forthcoming; White 1981) to reduce to

E[ (-f) 2] = Xf D(x)(l P(C )2+(x)(P(c I f xf(D,(x) +D(x))(P(c )(X)) 2dx (2)

where P(clx) is the conditional probability of class c given an observation x. Each integral in the second summation on the
right hand side of (2) is the expected value of the square difference between a network output f, and the posterior probability
for class c. For brevity we refer to this sum as EP:

EP.X Xf (De(x) +D (x))(P(c Ix) -f,(x))7& (3)

It differs from the expected sum-square error by a constant (the first summation on the right-hand side of (2)). and thus
minimization of the expected sum-square error in network outputs corresponds to a (weighted) least-squares fit of those
outputs to the posterior probabilities. The constant represents the minimum expected square error possible, achieved when
each network output is identically equal to the posterior probability for the corresponding class (except possibly at isolated
points) over the entire input space X. Network parameters obtained by minimization of square error surmed over a finite
training set (as well as over network outputs) are statistically consistent estimators for those which minimize the expected
sum-square error (White 1981), and thus the conclusions above hold in the limit of large training sets, with the integrals
replaced by sums over the training sets.

Bayes optimum classification is achieved by assigning to each class the region of input space over which its probability
density is greater than that of any other (mutually exclusive) class. The expected rate EC. at which classification is made
correctly is then

EC=, D,(xOdx,
0 J, (4)

where X c XID,(x)>Dd(x) for all d,&c ad all xcXE ,

and when classification by the network is based upon selection of the class with the largest corresponding output. the
expected rate EC at which the network classifies correctly is

EC=Ef Dxf"(x) dx, (5)

where Xfc XIf,(x)>fd(x) for all d*c and all xEX/.

With joint probability density functions known a priori, we were able to evaluate the expected performance of trained
networks in our study. Classification accuracy was quantified using the expected rate of correct classification EC. As a



measure of goodness of fit of network outputs to actual posterior class probabilities, we used the root-mean value of EP,
th. expected sum-square difference between outputs and posterior probabilities. The mean ini this latter measure was taken
over the network outputs, and also over sets of networks where so indicated. Values of the performance measures were
obtained by numerical integration over a large region of input space containing class means.

Each of the two problems used in the study was defined on a two-dimensional input space, to allow easy visualization
of probability densities, decision regions, and other objects of interest The first problem was fabricated to provide a
computationally undemanding benchmark. Three mutually exclusive classes were assigned heavily overlapping, circularly
symmetric Gaussian joint probability densities with equal variances and prior probabilities. Mean values of the observed
variables for classes 1-3 were (-1/2,1/2), (112,U12), and (/2,-I12), respectively, and the standard deviation of each distribution
was 1/2. This problem is particularly simple in that Bayes optimum classification can be achieved with a Voronoi partition
about the class means. At the Bayes optimum, the expected rate EC. at which classification is correct is 77.9%.

The second problem used estimated probability densities for a six-class problem based upon two particular characteristics
of radar emissions. The density estimates (whose sum is depicted in Fig. 1) were developed using 50-150 data (depending
upon prior probability) per class, and for five of the six classes consisted of mixtures of Gaussians with diagonal covariances.
The exception was a single Gaussian. All data used in network training trials were derived from these density estimates,
rather than the original data set. They were normalized so as to lie within the square (-1,1)2. This problem requires
considerably more complex decision boundaries for optimum classification than does the first, although the overlap of the
densities is smaller. EC. for this problem is 96.3%.

SIMULATIONS

The learning algorithms we employed were forms of error back-propagation corresponding to stochastic approximation
(White 1989; Robbins and Munro, 1951), in which weight changes are based upon presentation of individual input and target

Fig. 1. Estimated total probability density function for the radar classification task, in log scale over 31 decades.



vectors, without "batching" or other schemes requiring memory. The learning rules were applied iteralively on training
samples of finite size. The well-known gradient descent version of back-propagation (Rumelhart et al. 1986) was used
(without "momentum"), as well as a second variant with trinary quantization of weight updates (Shoemaker et al. 1990; this
learning rule is described briefly in an appendix to this paper). Results reported herein are primarily for standard
back-propagation, with a few comparisons with the trinary version where indicated. The weight update scaling parameter
T1 ("learning rate" for standard back-propagation or increment/decrement magnitude for the trinary version) was in most cases
decreased according to a lit schedule, where t indexes the number of training data presentations. [he precise form used was
11 =-j(1+ Xt), where suitable ranges for the initial value q1. and decay rate X were determined empirically for each problem.
Training sets were generated as random sequences of "observations," in which a class was chosen at random according to
its prior probability, and a random pair of input values was generated according to the class probability density function.

The networks which we simulated consisted of elements with first-order (weighted sum plus bias or offset) net inputs.
They had single hidden layers, with the number of hidden elements varied for each problem. Two, three, four, and five
hidden elements were used for the three-class Gaussian problem, and eight, thirteen, and eighteen for simulations on the radar
classification problem. As noted, each network had two inputs, and three outputs for the Gaussian problem, or six outputs
for the radar problem. Initial weight sets were random and uniformly distributed on the interval (1/2,-1/2). Rather than an
activation function defined on (0,1), the hyperbolic tangent was used to take advantage of the improved convergence
properties which obtain with bipolar-valued activations (Stometta and Huberman 1987). The target values - and 1 replaced
0 and 1, respectively, with approximations to posterior probabilities obtained from network outputs by the transformation
1f2(o + 1).

For the Gaussian problem, networks of each hidden layer size (two to five elements) were trained on a sequence of
training sets of increasing size. For each combination of network and training sample size, multi-start optimization with 50
learning trials was performed, with each trial based upon different initial weights and training set. The learning parameters
were assigned the values %1= 0.1 and X = 1/632, based upon performance in initial learning trials in which they were varied.
Network training was terminated at approximately 20,000 data presentations (t = 20,000) regardless of the size of the
individual training set (e.g., 63 iterations were performed on sets with 316 "observations", and 20 iterations on sets with 1000
"observations"). This figure was also determined on the basis of initial trials, in which it was found that networks were
always very near a steady state in terms of performance after that number of data presentations with the given learning
parameters.

On the radar problem, greater effort was required to identify suitable learning parameters and iteration counts. Most
learning trials were based upon training sets with 600 data, which is approximately the number of real data used to form
the probability density estimates, although some trials used sets of 3000 data to examine the effect of increased sample size.
Parameter values ij.- 0.1, and X between 1/5000 and 1/1500 were used in most trials. Learning was terminated after 60,000
- 150,000 data presentations. Typica, performance figures were calculated over 20 trials for three different hidden layer sizes.

Because the radar problem was based upon realistic data, it was used as a basis for comparison of classification
performance with some well-known alternative classifiers. Linear and quadratic classifiers (Duda and Hart 1973), a kernel
estimator based upon Gaussians (recently recast in parallel form as a "probabilistic neural network" (Specht 1990)), and a
single nearest-neighbor classifier using Euclidean metric were evaluated. A suitable window parameter for the kernel
estimator was determined empirically. Fifty runs, each based upon a separate 600-point training sample, were performed for
each classifier, and expected performances were calculated. Variance in the performances of these classifiers arises from
sampling variance, whereas in the neural network model, additional variance arises due to convergence on various suboptimal
weight sets. Therefore, we performed five training runs (each from a different initial weight set) on each of the fifty training
samples, and retained the best-performing network of the five, to reduce this second source of variance. Networks had 13
hidden units, with i1.- 0.1 and X -1/5000, and runs terminated at t-150.000.

RESULTS

On the Gaussian problem, networks of all sizes trained with standard back-propagation proved capable of classification
performance very near the Bayes optimum. Networks of each size were observed with EC within 0.1% of this optimum. As
might be expected in a three-class problem, though, networks with two hidden elements did not fit posterior probabilities
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Fig. 2a. Mean values of the expected rate of Fig. 2b. Root of the mean expected square
correct classification plotted against training difference between network outputs and
set size, for networks trained on the posterior probabilities vs. training set size.
Gaussian classification problem. Each mean is taken over fifty networks.

as well as networks with three or more hidden elements; the root-mean value of EP was greater than 0.045 for all networks
with two hidden elements, while values between 0.025 and 0.03 were attained by the best networks of each larger size.

Fig. 2a depicts mean values of EC and Fig. 2b depicts root-mean values of EP, with means taken over fifty networks
at each hidden layer and training set size. Histograms are given in Fig. 3 for networks with three hidden elements and for
each training set size, and demonstrate how variance of each network performance measure decreases with variance in the
sampling distributions, as training sample size increases. These trials were performed with the goal of a sieve-like (Grenander
1981) correlation of increases in sample size with allowable increases in network complexity. However, the results indicate
that networks with three or more hidden elements are capable of such close approximation to posterior probabilities, that
increases in this capability with model complexity (i.e., hidden layer size) are masked by training sample variability (or
indeed, by possible variations due to convergence of networks on various local optima in the parameter space with
performance very near but varying slightly from the global optimum).
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Fig. 3a. Histograms of expected rate of Fig. 3b. Histograms of root mean expected
correct classification for networks with square difference between network outputs
three hidden elements, and for several and posterior probabilities. Fifty data
training sample sizes. compose each histogram.



Characteristics of some of the best solutions are shown in Fig. 4. All of these networks achieved expected classification
rates of better than 77.8% correct- Fig. 4a shows Bayes optimum decision boundaries and curves on which actual
probabilities are 1/2, for comparison with the network decision boundaries and surfaces of zero output (estimated probability
= 1/2) in Figs. 4b - 4f. Fig 4b, which is for a network with two hidden elements, shows a somewhat poorer approximation
to posterior probabilities than the larger networks (e.g., in a substantial region in the lower left of the graph, predicted
probabilities for two classes are both greater than 1,2). The character of the three-hidden-element solution in Fig. 4c is of
particular interest- It is straightforward to construct a perceptron with threshold logic elements and a three-element hidden
layer, which is capable of performing a Voronoi partition and thus achieving Bayes optimum classification on the Gaussian
problem: a hidden element "hyperplane" (i.e.,the line in this case on which net input to the element is zero) is placed
coincident with each of the optimum decision boundaries, and each output element is configured to compute an intersection
of two appropriate half-spaces defined by hidden element responses. One might expect to find a similar solution, with hidden
element hyperplanes lying along decision boundaries, in trained three-hidden-element sigmoid networks. However, this is
generally not the case; solutions as a rule more nearly resemble that in Fig. 4c. With this configuration, the network uses
the analog nature of its activation function to obtain good approximations to posterior probabilities. This illustrates the danger
of thinking about the operation of networks with sigmoid activations in terms of the properties of threshold logic unit
perceptrons.

Fig. 4f is also for a network with three hidden elements. Its performance is nearly as good as that of the network in
Fig. 4c, despite the evident differences in hidden layer hyperplane placement. This illustrates another conclusion resulting
from the study: multiple minima (beyond those due to network symmetries) in sum or expected square error apparently do
exist for this problem and architecture; or perhaps more likely, entire manifolds exist in parameter space on which
performance is near (least-squares) optimal and gradients are very small.

0 0 00

0

Fig. 4a. Fig. 4b.
Fig. 4. Characteristics of some solutions to the Gaussian problem found by networks with two to five hidden elements.
Large circles with centered dots indicate class means. Open circles indicate points on the curves on which estimated
probabilities are 1/2. Filled symbols are points on the decision curves, on which two or more estimated probabilities
are equal. Solid lines indicate the position of bidden-layer "hyperplanes", or lines on which net inputs to the hidden
layer elements are zero. In (a) are shown actual surfaces on which probabilities are 1/2,. and Bayes optimum decision
curves, for purposes of comparison. In (b)-(e) are shown results for networks of from two to five hidden elements,
respectively. In (f) are results for a second network with three hidden elements, for comparison with (c).
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On the radar classification problem, the best networks had EC values of about 95.7%, or 0.6% worse than for Bayes
optimum classification. The lowest root-mean values of EP were about 0.046. Mean values of EC and root-mean values of
EP were calculated over 20 learning trials with TI. = 0.1, X = 1/5000, and which were terminated after 150,000 data
presentations. For networks trained on data sets containing 600 "observations," these values were respectively 95.3% and
.058 for 8 hidden elements; 95.4% and .055 for 13 hidden elements; and 95.4% and 0.054 for 18 hidden elements. For
networks with 13 hidden elements trained on samples with 3000 "observations," the values were 95.6% and 0.050.
respectively. Fig. 5 shows Bayes optimum decision regions, and decision regions formed by one of the thirteen
hidden-element networks. The complex nature of the problem, and the approximations made by the network, are evident.
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Fig. 5. Classification characteristics of a solution to the radar problem found by a network with thirteen hidden
elements. Means of individual Gaussians which compose the prob~ability density functions are indicated by large circles
with centered dots. Filled symbols lie on the decision curves, on which two or more estimated probabilities are equal.
In (a) are shown Bayes optimum decision curves, for purposes of comparison. In (b) are shown results for the network.
Lower left comers of these figures correspond to the coer in the foreground of Fig. 1.

It is worthwhile to recall in viewing Figs. 4 and 5 that network approximations are expected to be best in regions of highest
probability density.

Results of the comparison with other classifiers is shown below in Table 1.

LC QC KERN SNN ANN

EC, %
(Mean) 89.1 95.9 95.9 94.2 95.5

(St. Dev.) 0.51 0.13 0.15 0.58 0.22

Root-Mean EP
(Mean) 0.180 0.037 0.039 0.099 0.052

(St. Dev.) 0.004 0.004 0.005 0.010 0.005

Table 1. Classification performance of five classifiers. LC = Linear Classifier, QC = Quadratic Classifier, KERN = Kernel
Estimator, SNN = Single Nearest Neighbor, ANN = Neural Network Model. Means and standard deviations are taken over
fifty trials. Bayes optimum EC is 96.3%.

When we applied the variant of back-propagation with trinary weight updates to the two problems, we could not find
ranges of the learning parameters for which its performance after a given number of data presentations was comparable to
that of standard back propagation. (This rule has an additional free learning parameter F, which influences the fraction of
weights which receive non-zero updates.) The best trinary networks yielded expected performance measures which were
consistently slightly worse than those of the best standard back-propagation networks (for instance, values of EC differed
by about 0.4% for the radar problem). This situation was somewhat the opposite of that for the deterministic problems we



have studied (Shoemaker et al. 1990), in which the trinary rule led to more rapid convergence to suitable solutions. To
improve performance, we examined more complicated learning procedures with two regimes, in which learning parameters
assumed two different sets of values in two different parts of the learning trial. We obtained best performance by training
for a period with little or no decay in the learning constant and with a relatively small c2 (allowing many non-zero weight
updates), followed by a regime with X comparable to the values used for standard back-propagation, and with larger c2.

Classification performance comparable to that of the standard back-propagation networks could be attained in this way,
although approximations to posterior probabilities were generally slightly poorer. For example, 20 networks were trained on
the radar problem with such a procedure for 150,000 total presentations, using samples with 3000 "observations." A mean
EC of 95.5% and root-mean EP of 0.063 were obtained.

CONCLUSIONS

This study was intended to provide some empirical data on the performance of networks trained with back-propagation
techniques with regard to both expected classification accuracy and approximation of posterior probabilities on stochastic
classification tasks. In two small benchmarks (one based upon circularly symmetric Gaussian probability densities and the
other on estimated densities for a radar classification problem), networks trained on sufficiently large training sets by standard
back-propagation proved capable of very respectable classification performance, as measured by expected rates of correct
classification relative to the Bayes optima. Rates within 0.1% of the Bayes optimum were observed for the Gaussian problem
and within 0.6% of the Bayes optimum for the radar problem. Network outputs provided fairly good approximations to
posterior probabilities for the classes, as measured by the root of the mean expected square difference between network
outputs and posterior probabilities. This took values as low as 0.025 for the Gaussian problem and 0.046 for the radar
problem. The poorer performance on the radar problem reflects its more complicated statistics. However, in a comparison
with several other classifiers on this same problem, the networks attained either better or nearly comparable performance.
Networks trained with trinary back-propagation (see appendix) generally performed somewhat more poorly than standard
back-propagation networks, although a learning procedure was developed which allowed classification with about the same
accuracy.

Of course, expected performance cannot be calculated in real-world problems when learning by example is required;
however, these results suggest that multilayer sigmoid "neural" networks trained with back-propagation methods can attain
good classification performance, when common-sense ad hoc methods of choosing network size are used in combination
with relatively unbiased performance measures. Further empirical work needs be done; the efficacy of alternative objective
functions for training (EI-Jaroudi and Makhoul 1990; Movellan 1990) is a promising subject for investigation.
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APPENDIX

In the "trinary" form of error back-propagation learning (Shoemaker et al. 1990), weight and bias updates are quantized
into three states according to the rule

A ,J=Tlsgn(8 1,) (iOslie and l8jae) (6)
(IO,<e, or 18,1<e)

AB I=osgn(8) ( 18 , ie 2) (7)
£10(18,1<e 2)

where S, is the delta term associated with the i element (Rumelhart et al. 1986), 0, is the output of the j' element, Wii is
the weight connecting the j' to the i' element, B, is the adjustable bias or offset of the i*' element, and A indicates a weight
or bias update. r, c and c2 are positive learning parameters. The constants c, and c, define conditions under which no



update occurs for a given weight, or under which either an increrment or decrement is made. In all simulations using this
rule. E2 was set to 0.33, which value permits a non-zero weight update when the output of the element projecting to a weight
is outside the central third of its effective range. The initial scaling constant r10 was typically set to 0.1, and C, was assigned
values as small as 0.04 and as large as 0.5.

Simulations with this learning rule have shown it capable of convergence upon solutions to several small deterministic
problems, in total iteration counts which compare favorably with those required by standard back-propagation (Shoemaker
et al. 1990). Performance is generally best when input data are normalized so as to lie within the interval (-1,1).
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